Amazing Fact: Nearly 1/4 of Americans Think the Dead Can Visit the Living.

The Bible disagrees. Read Job 7:9,10; Ecclesiastes 9:5,6; Psalm 115:117.

You may not be aware of it, but premiering March 9, ABC launched a new TV series called "Resurrection" that centers around a dead boy named Jacob and countless other dead people returning to visit the living. This apocalyptic series is based on the novel, The Returned, by Jason Mott and was inspired by Mott's own dream about his dead mother visiting him. In "Resurrection," the dead return worldwide. Many in the program wonder, "Is this a sign of the end of days?" Then someone responds, "Yes! The book of Revelation says that 'in the end-times the dead will walk the earth!'"
At first, the government is sympathetic as families are reunited, but as more dead people show up, officials finally get super spooked and confine the returned dead in concentration camps. At the end, from what I can gather, the returned dead are either killed (again) or just disappear. No real answers are suggested in Mott's novel as to why. But to me, here is the real danger. In the ABC series "Resurrection," one core message communicated is this: If in the near future lots of dead people (or ghosts of the dead) begin appearing worldwide, don't act like the big bad government by being so skeptical. Instead, keep an open mind and listen to the message of these ghosts! From what I read in Revelation, such a scenario is very possible, only then, in real life, it will be real demons from Satan doing endtime impersonations (read Revelation 16:14) as part of his final effort to deceive the world during the mark of the beast crisis. Thus the ABC series fits right in with his infernal plans. Our White Horse Media book, *Demons in Disguise: The Dangers of Talking to the Dead*, clarifies these issues perfectly.
In God's providence, I will be a special guest on CBS Pittsburgh KDKA Radio this Monday night, March 24, at 8:00 PM EST, discussing this hot topic with host Rob Pratte. You can listen live at that time here.

Earlier today I sent out an e-blast to a host of other radio producers. Please pray that many will also respond and request a live interview about this timely topic which could result in tens of thousands of radio listeners hearing the TRUTH about the dangers of spiritualism and learning what the Bible really says.

Keep the faith,
Steve Wohlberg
Speaker/Director, White Horse Media
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